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National Law School
of India University,
Bengaluru

Praveen hails from a village called Laxmipur in
Kathihar, Bihar but has lived in Madhya Pradesh for
most of his life. His father is a Head Constable in
the village of Satna. Praveen’s mother is a
homemaker who supported him unconditionally
when we decided to prepare for CLAT after
finishing his 12th standard.

A Passionate Aspiring Lawyer
Praveen prepared for CLAT for one year without many resources or
mentorship opportunities at his disposal. He could not afford to join any
coaching centre. Praveen was driven solely by his passion for law and his
aspiration to pursue a career in it.
Regarding his interest in law, Praveen says - “My love for the law was an
accidental realisation. I took science and wanted to become a software
engineer. Things changed when I started working for a local charity
organisation in the 11th standard. There I realised that I could serve society
better with a profession like law than just sitting in an office cubicle from 9
am to 5 pm.”
Praveen cracked the MHCET examination and joined a college through it in
February 2022. He wasn’t satisfied as he wanted to be a part of a premier NLU.
He continued to dream about cracking CLAT and kept working hard towards
his goal. It was a bumpy road for him when he decided to appear for CLAT.
Along with other challenges, he lost his Nani (maternal grandmother) in
February this year.
The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Truimphant Ending to an Arduous Journey
We asked Praveen about how he managed to prepare for CLAT while studying
a course that demanded a lot of time and effort. Praveen smiled at us and
said that his devotion to being at a top NLU through CLAT kept him focused
despite his lack of resources. Even with all the challenges, he fondly
remembers his preparation time. His best friend prepared GK notes for him
and helped him through all the emotional setbacks that came along the
way during this strenuous time of his life.
We are glad this journey has a happy end as he has been admitted to a top
NLU. Praveen is fascinated by the intersection between law and society and is
already eager to test his skills in mooting and debating. Praveen is grateful to
IDIA for helping him fulfil his dream of studying at NLSIU by providing him with
holistic support. He looks forward to being an agent of change and hope.
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Sachin is from Udaipur, Rajasthan, which is
famously known as the city of lakes. He has always
been a curious, hardworking, and dedicated
student. Sachin lost his vision at the age of 13 due
to Retinitis Pigmentosa, a rare retina disease.

NALSAR University of
Law, Hyderabad

His father runs a small printing shop in the city and
his mother is a housewife. Sachin’s elder brother is
currently studying engineering. His family faces
many financial troubles.

Inspiration to pursue law
Sachin’s interest in law emerges from his own life experiences. He wanted to
change his school after the 10th standard but was denied admission due to
his disability. However, he succeeded in securing a seat in the school with the
aid and application of the Rights of Persons with Disabilities Act, 2016 through
his relentless determination and resourcefulness. A few institutions whose
support he obtained for the same are the Department of Empowerment of
Persons with Disabilities, Eyeway, and Support Foundation.
After this incident, Sachin decided to pursue law. He understood the
importance of spreading the basic knowledge of legal rights and the law
among people, especially those from underprivileged backgrounds. He
realised that the law is a powerful tool to prevent injustice and exploitation. He
wants to come to the aid of those who suffer because of their backgrounds,
circumstances, and lack of resources.
He is also fascinated by law and believes that this field will enable him to
make a mark.
The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Overcoming Hurdles
Due to his disability, Sachin often heard that he can only find future
opportunities in limited fields like music, teaching, etc. Undaunted by these
ableist assumptions, Sachin knows his potential and calibre. Despite facing
many hardships, he does not want his life to be restricted by people's
perceptions about disability and disabled persons.
Although Sachin left no stone unturned, affording an education from a good
NLU was a distant possibility for his family and out of his reach. His dream
became a reality when he got introduced to IDIA through a sensitisation
session conducted by our volunteers at his school when he was studying in
the 11th standard. During the session, our team talked about the importance of
law in our lives and the various career options available after studying law.
Intrigued, he enquired about IDIA and was connected to our Rajasthan
Chapter

Flying Towards His Goal
Sachin has represented his school in debates and quizzes. He also has a keen
interest in literature and technology. He keeps himself updated about
important issues and current affairs.
After his selection, Sachin and the IDIA volunteers worked hard to make his
dream come true. IDIA conducted regular classes, mocks, and doubt sessions
for him. He was allotted personal trainers for support. He was also enrolled
with Legal Edge, one of our training partners and provided with English training
by us. IDIA supported Sachin at all times - emotionally and academically.
His parents dream of seeing him succeed. Sachin's family has been his
strength throughout his journey. We hope that he achieves his goals for which
he has strived with IDIA's support.
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National Law
University , Delhi

Amrutavarshiny hails from Chennai, Tamil Nadu.
Her parents moved to the city from the
countryside of Thiruvarur to ensure a good
education for her. They’ve been working hard to
make that dream a reality. Her mother is a
kindergarten teacher. Her father is a selfemployed hardware engineer. They have been a
valuable support system to Amruta. Their efforts
paid off when Amruta secured a whopping 92% in
her 10th standard examination while studying at
the Velammal Vidyalaya, Chennai.

Pursuing Law to Make a Social Change
Amruta has a keen interest in contemporary social issues. She discovered her
interest to pursue law in the months of April and June 2020, when the whole
nation was quarantined during the first wave of Covid-19.
Amruta told us - "I always knew I'd take a career where I could directly affect
social change but I wanted a career with a wide scope because I didn't want
to get pigeonholed doing the same thing for the rest of my life. I chose law
because the law is more than mere rulings and amendments. Being a good
lawyer to me means that no topic is irrelevant and everything in human
society is of importance and needs to be learnt. I want to do everything, and I
want to do it in a way that also lifts others. Law seemed like the natural
option."
In addition to her passion for law and success in academic endeavours, she
spends her time studying science and literature. She is fascinated by space
and enjoys star-spotting and learning about orbital mechanics.

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Finding New Opportunities
Amruta had to put her dreams on hold when she found out about the high
fees for pursuing law from the National Law Universities. However, she did not
give up hope and kept searching for ways to fulfil her goal.
After days of research, Amruta found out about IDIA on the internet and
immediately contacted us. She did not get selected as an IDIA Trainee on her
first attempt. Undeterred, she tried again and was successfully selected as an
IDIA Trainee by our Tamil Nadu Chapter.
Amruta showed that our faith in her was well placed as she cracked law
entrance examinations to get admission at a top NLU through AILET and
scored the highest marks in CLAT among all IDIA Trainees in 2022 and the
second highest in AILET. We are confident that with her courage and
determination, Amruta will overcome the hurdles in her path to improve
access to justice for those who need it the most. We are proud to be a part of
her journey.

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Ashutosh, an extremely diligent and dedicated
young man, hails from Varanasi, Uttar Pradesh. He
has a family of four members including his mother
and brothers. His elder brother is pursuing a
degree in college and his younger brother is
studying in school.

National Law
University , Delhi

He has forged his own path from a young age and
has fought many hurdles to pursue his dreams.

2020 - An Year of Fighting New Challenges
2020 was a difficult year for many of us and it left a deep mark on Ashutosh
and his family as well. His father, the only earning figure in the family, suddenly
passed away. A cloud of profound grief settled over all the family members.
Ashutosh was studying in the 12th standard then and his studies were severely
impacted by the sudden demise of his father.
Ashutosh’s mother is a homemaker and the only source of income for the
family after his father’s demise was his pension and the rent from a shop. The
total annual family income was only Rs. 60,000 at that time. Ashutosh has
faced various challenges such as financial instability, unavailability of a
laptop or computer, lack of confidence in English, and internet connectivity
problems.
Despite them, he is motivated toward his goal of changing his life for the
better.

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Passion for Promoting Equality and Justice
Dr. B.R. Ambedkar is his inspiration for studying law. Just like Dr. Ambedkar, he
wants to work for greater equality and access to justice. He wants to
contribute to ensuring that people from underprivileged backgrounds do not
have to suffer due to their circumstances. He feels that he is well juxtaposed to
do so because of his struggles. He wants to become a judge.
Ashutosh got to know about IDIA through a video of an interview of a student
who achieved AIR 3 in CLAT, where the interviewee was speaking about the
assistance provided to him by IDIA. Soon, Ashutosh started preparing for IDIA
National Aptitude Test. We were impressed by his performance and his
passion for getting into a National Law University.

Soaring to New Heights with IDIA
IDIA provided Ashutosh with strategy tips, training, and materials for preparing
for law entrance examinations. He was also enrolled in Manu Law Classes and
for the test series of Career Launcher by IDIA. Ashutosh says - “Without
financial and moral support of IDIA, I could have never dreamt of being in a
law college.”
Ashutosh is now a step closer to his dream of becoming a judge because of
his tremendous amount of hard work, passion and consistency.
Ashutosh is an avid and eclectic reader whose favourite hobby is reading
short fictional stories. Now, he is looking forward to learning many more skills
and broadening his horizons further in law school. We hope to see the dream
for which he has strived so earnestly to come true

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Priyanshu Tripathi is a resident of Lucknow, Uttar
Pradesh. He lives with his father, mother and
younger brother. His father is a clerk at a private
school and his mother is a homemaker.

National Law Institute
University, Bhopal

His family's financial condition was badly hit due
to the Covid-19 pandemic. They faced many
hardships in paying for education and their daily
needs. Their situation worsened when Priyanshu
was hospitalised for a month during the second
wave of the pandemic in India.

A Young Achiever
Priyanshu did his schooling at the City Montessori School Lucknow. He secured
92.6% in the 10th board examination and 97% in the 12th board examination.
He has been very active in co-curricular activities too. He has won many
international, national, state as well as city level competitions. He got an
important distinction in the ACER International Benchmark Test, Australia (a
global program to judge students' performances). He has won many
olympiads including the Silverzone National G.K. Olympiad. He reached the
State level of the National Spell Bee competition.
He was honoured as an office bearer of his school during the academic years
2019-20 and 2020-21. He was also entrusted with the duty of managing school
events by being selected as a member of the Organising Committee of his
school. He has a huge interest in World Affairs and History.

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Making His Dreams Come True
He came to know about CLAT and IDIA through his friend, who was selected as
an IDIA Trainee. He contacted the IDIA Team and was selected by IDIA. He
worked hard towards his goal despite many health problems.
He is determined to pursue his career in law as he wants to do something for
society. He always wanted to opt for a profession that allows him to directly
interact with people and experience the on-ground reality. Law would provide
him with the right opportunities for the same. He looks forward to making his
mark as a renowned lawyer and making his well-wishers proud.
With his dedication and hard work and IDIA's holistic support, he has turned his
dream that seemed impossible a year back into reality.

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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When anyone meets Shivani, they are immediately
struck by her cheerful nature. She belongs to a
small village in Uttar Pradesh called Haroli.

National University of
Advanced Legal
Studies, Kochi

Shivani lives with her parents and has an elder
sister. Her parents moved to Indore so that Shivani
could get better educational opportunities. Her
mother is a homemaker and her father is a
security guard in a private firm.

Determination to Make a Difference
Shivani knows that education is very important for leading an independent
life.
She chose legal education as she wants to fight not just for her life but also for
other people from vulnerable sections of society. She knows there is a lack of
availability of good legal resources for a large part of the population in India.
She aspires to make a difference by bridging this gap. She hopes to bring a
ray of hope into the lives of people who need it the most.
Shivani firmly believes that she need not do grand things, but she can always
do small things that can make a difference. Shivani’s passion for law is clear
from her penchant to watch interviews of the top lawyers of our country
including Sudha Bharadwaj and Gopal Sankaranarayanan.

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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And the rest is history!
Shivani came to know about the IDIA through the Toppers Talk given by the
IDIA Scholars who cracked CLAT 2020. She got selected as an IDIA Trainee
through a rigorous selection process that is followed by IDIA.
She has worked consistently for cracking the law entrance examination with
her IDIA trainers. Shivani attempted several mock tests and diligently attended
the analysis sessions by IDIA Trainings and Materials Team. She was also
enrolled with Legal Edge, one of our training partners.
She attributes her success in CLAT 2022 to her IDIA mentors who helped her
throughout her journey. We have great expectations from Shivani.

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Rajib Das hails from Talkui, a small village located
in the West Midnapur district of West Bengal. He is
the youngest member of his family, which
comprises his father, mother, and elder sister. His
father owns and runs a small fruit shop and his
mother is a homemaker.

National Law
University, Odisha

His family is facing many financial difficulties in
spite of his parents working hard to give their
children a good life.

Fighting Lack of Accessibility in Education
Rajib is completely blind from a young age. When he was just 6 years old, he
started having regular headaches and watery eyes. He consulted an eye
specialist and an immediate operation was suggested. Unfortunately, the
operation was unsuccessful and Rajiv lost vision in both his eyes.
Rajib has faced numerous challenges due to a lack of affordable and
accessible resources. For example, often study materials are not accessible
for those with print disabilities.
Rajib found his path when he started pursuing his schooling at Ramkrishna
Mission Blind Boys Academy, Narendrapur. He excelled in academics since his
childhood. He scored 92% in the 10th standard and 93% in the 12th standard.
Rajib is also an accomplished swimmer and has received many accolades in
many swimming competitions throughout the state. He plays cricket and
football as well.

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Journey with IDIA
Rajib was inspired by Arjun Ghosh and Biswajit Shil, his school seniors who
are IDIA Scholars, at the West Bengal National University of Juridical Sciences,
Kolkata. Their journey as IDIA Scholars and their success stories persuaded
him to take up the field of law as a career.
Rajib started training with IDIA in 2021. With his dedication and perseverance,
Rajib has excelled in the Common Law Admission Test (CLAT).
He gives the credit for his success to the entire team of IDIA that supported
him at every step of his training. He mentions that our guidance and
mentoring were instrumental in his successful journey to cracking CLAT.
IDIA provided accessible preparatory materials to him. IDIA also arranged a
scribe for him around one and a half months before CLAT. This helped him
immensely as he got to practise mock exams with the scribe.
Rajib also mentioned that the financial assistance provided by IDIA
throughout the application and admission process has also been immensely
beneficial for him. He was also enrolled with Career Launcher, one of our
training partners, and their lectures and mock tests helped him.
Rajib aims to become a successful lawyer and alleviate the socio-economic
issues faced by his community and support his family. We wish him all the
best.

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Kushal Manoj Agrawal, a curious and undeterred
student, hails from Gondia, Maharashtra. He lost
his father in 2019.

National Law
University, Odisha

Since then, his elder brother has been the sole
breadwinner of the family. He barely makes
enough through his part-time teaching and a
Chartered Accountant internship to make ends
meet. Kushal and his family are facing many
financial difficulties

Hardwork and Persistence
Kushal has worked dedicatedly in every aspect of his life. His hard work bore
fruit when he topped his junior college in the 12th standard with an aggregate
score of 95%.
Kushal came across IDIA after a sensitisation session about law as a
profession and legal education conducted by his brother’s friend who is an
IDIA volunteer.
After selection by IDIA, Kushal prepared diligently for the law entrance
examinations. He successfully juggled his coaching classes, sessions from IDIA
mentors, and his regular school studies. In addition to this, Kushal consistently
attempted mocks to improve his performance.
He spent nearly 16 hours a day on his preparation in the days leading to CLAT.
He overcame his weakness in English by developing a rigorous reading habit
and his weakness in logical reasoning by consistently studying from a variety
of sources.
The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Setting New Goals for Bringing Change
Kushal’s family places great importance on education. They believe that
education is the biggest tool in making a change in the world. Their belief has
instilled a passion for education in Kushal.
Kushal's brother initially suggested law as an option to Kushal who decided to
pursue it because the law is a medium to aid greater equality in society.
Kushal wants to use his knowledge of the law to help various communities by
working against injustice. He also aims to train new aspirants to enter the
career field of their choice.

Diverse Talents
Kushal has many diverse talents, hobbies, and skills. He has a considerable
interest in blogging that is fueled by his passion for politics and current affairs.
During the lockdown, he developed a website called ‘The Debrief’, a platform
through which he blogs about interesting issues that have caught his eye.
Kushal is also a former district chess tournament champion and has qualified
for the divisional-level chess tournament. He also loves watching
documentaries in his free time.
We have high expectations from this multi-talented young man.

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Saiful Sardar lives in Purbo Boyarsing, a village in
the district of South 24 Parganas in West Bengal.
His family consists of his father, mother, brother,
and sister. His mother is a housewife, and his
father works as a daily labourer.

National Law
University, Odisha

Saiful is blind from birth. Initially, he stayed back
home while his siblings went to study at a school.
His life changed when he learned Braille from a
nearby school and got to know about Ramkrishna
Mission Blind Boys Academy, Narendrapur. He
immediately got himself enrolled there and
started his education.

Pursuing His Dreams from a Young Age
Saiful became interested in law very early in his life. He came to know about
legal education when he was in 7th standard. He aims to give back to his
community and other communities that lack access to legal resources.
IDIA conducted a sensitisation session at his school and he was fascinated by
the support provided by IDIA to students like him. Since his family faced many
financial difficulties, Saiful wanted to make the most of this opportunity.
He was inspired by his school senior who was an IDIA Trainee then. Saiful
appeared for the IDIA National Aptitude Test when he was in the 12th standard
and was successful in getting selected as an IDIA Trainee.

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Support by IDIA for Saiful
Saiful got a lot of assistance in his preparation from IDIA mentors and seniors
who provided him with training materials, constant help, and support. He was
very apprehensive about the exam, but his hard work paid off and he cracked
CLAT. His joy knew no bounds when he found out about the results.

A Well-Rounded Personality
Saiful has diverse talents and skills. He has an interest in debating and has
participated in various debate competitions during his school days. He takes a
keen interest in craft and has won a Clay Modeling Competition. He also has
taken part in competitions where he crafted chairs by hand. Saiful also enjoys
reciting poems and singing songs.

Hope on the Horizon
Saiful is excited and extremely motivated to start his journey as an aspiring
lawyer. He is grateful for the opportunity and is prepared to make the most out
of it.

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Abhinav hails from a small and beautiful village
called Bakhtapur which is located at a distance of
12 km from the main district of Pilibhit in Uttar
Pradesh. Approximately 500 people reside in the
village who mostly work in the fields.

National University of
Study and Research
in Law , Ranchi

Abhinav’s family consists of 6 members including
his grandfather, parents, and two siblings. The only
earning member in his family is his father who
works as a farmer in a small field. His elder siblings
have completed their schooling at Government
Public Colleges but had to quit further studies due
to a lack of resources. Now, they help their parents.

Striving for Excellence from Childhood
Abhinav has had high ambitions since he was young. Since childhood, he
wanted to do something impactful and bring a change in society. Abhinav’s
journey of pursuing legal education started when he was studying in the 11th
standard. His passion inspired him to choose law as a career option.
Abhinav has always been a brilliant and hardworking student since he was
young. He got admission to a residential philanthropic school called
Vidyagyan. He has been a school topper since the 6th standard. He scored
98% in the 10th standard.
In addition to academics, Abhinav is also a good debater. He has represented
his school at various international MUNs and is extremely enthusiastic about
participating in debating competitions in law schools.

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Dreaming to Be a Lawyer
Abhinav wanted to crack CLAT even when the possibility of affording the law
college fees felt out of his reach. He considers Mr. Shiv Nadar, the founder of
Vidyagyan, as his role model. He is inspired by him and wants to contribute to
society. He wants to work on providing education to meritorious students who
do not get the right opportunities due to their backgrounds.
On being asked about his inspiration to pursue a legal education, Abhinav
says - “In a law university, you are studying with the top 1% of students who
want to pursue a legal education. I have seen the potential changes in the
personality and behaviour of law university graduates. I look forward to
broadening my horizons of learning and brightening my future.”

Reaching New Heights with IDIA
Abhinav got to know about IDIA through his school administration. We were
impressed by his performance in IDIA National Aptitude Test and trained him
for cracking law entrance examinations. He was also enrolled in Legal Edge by
his school.
Through his rigorous hard work, dedication, consistency, and diligence, he was
able to crack CLAT even though he only had four days to prepare after his
board examination. He feels grateful to IDIA and says - “IDIA supported me
financially as well as academically. IDIA provided me with mocks to
practise and regular doubt-solving sessions. It took away my worries of
financial constraints which helped me give my undivided attention to
CLAT.” Abhinav’s diligence paid off and he is one step closer to achieving his
dream. We hope to see this budding lawyer become a change-maker soon!

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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National University of
Study and Research
in Law , Ranchi

Pragati Purohit is a hardworking IDIA Scholar from
Jodhpur, Rajasthan. She has faced many
challenges, especially after 2018 when her father
suffered major leg injuries in an accident. After
surgery, he was unable to resume his job, resulting
in emotional distress and financial hardships for
Pragati and her family.
Despite all the challenges faced, Pragati scored an
impressive 94.60% in the 12th standard
examinations of the state board in the commerce
stream. She has now cleared CLAT.

Hope of Learning New Skills in Law School
Pragati is deeply interested in understanding the critical systematic reasoning
used in law for forming and defending arguments in cases and points of view.
She reads non-fiction novels and has an eye for current affairs. She became
an avid reader of novels that would help her in learning more about this such
as Thinking Like A Lawyer, Legal Eagles, etc.
In law college, she hopes for the opportunity to sharpen her argumentative
skills. She likes to analyse and form her views even if the final perspective may
be unusual or unorthodox.
Another reason for her passion for pursuing law is that Pragati wants to be
more legally aware, and use her knowledge to spread legal awareness to
those around her. She believes that many contemporary problems emerge
from a lack of legal awareness.
The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Journey to Achieve Her Goal
Pragati wanted to clear CLAT in 2021 but she could not pursue her dreams
because of financial difficulties. Her choices were limited, and she had to
reconsider her dreams. A ray of hope came into her life when she got to know
about IDIA through her brother’s friend who is an IDIA Scholar studying at
Gujarat National Law University. The rest, as they say, is history!
Pragati attributes her success in CLAT 2022 to the support provided by IDIA.
She was also enrolled in Manu Law Classes for the duration of her CLAT
preparation by IDIA. Her interest in reading non-fiction books and learning
about current affairs played a role in her success in CLAT.
We are impressed by her attitude towards reaching her goals. She seizes the
opportunities that come her way and tries to make the best out of them. We
hope that all the dreams of this hard-working IDIA Scholar come true.

The average expense of putting a scholar through law school comes to Rs 5,00,000/annually. Help us achieve our target through your generous support. Please donate now!
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Pragati Patidar is from a village called Kalukheda
in Madhya Pradesh. She has a family of five
members including two sisters and her parents.
Her father is a farmer and her mother is a
homemaker.

Institute of Law ,
Nirma University,
Gujarat

One of the main setbacks faced by Pragati was
the financial difficulty faced by her family due to
her father being a cancer patient. Her parents
could barely afford the educational expenses for
their three children.

Excelling Beyond Expectations
Pragati faced many setbacks while pursuing her dreams but her
determination did not waver in the face of these difficulties. She completed
her 10th-12th standard studies from Saraswati Vidya Mandir, Sarangpur. She
secured 98% in the 10th standard. She was ranked 8th on the Madhya Pradesh
state merit list. In 12th, secured 95% while pursuing the science stream, and
ranked third in Rajgarh district.
Pragati has been inclined toward working in the fields of gender equality and
human rights since she was in school. She wants to pursue a field that will give
her the right skills and training for aiding the girls of her village. She also wants
to spread awareness about legal rights and duties in her village. It is not
surprising then that Pragati chose to pursue law.
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A Tough Climb to Fulfill Her Dreams
Pragati started her preparation for the CLAT without a clear idea about how
she will fund her studies in the future. Pragati got to know about IDIA through a
friend, who is an IDIA Scholar.
She impressed us all and was selected as an IDIA Trainee. There were still
many hurdles in her path that she had to overcome. Pragati was a Hindi
medium student till the 12th standard. She worked hard to improve her English
language skills.
Pragati is thankful to her IDIA mentors and says, “In IDIA, I met with many
people who inspired me to do great things in the future. I am very grateful to
IDIA for its support. Without IDIA, I probably would not have been able to do
this.”
She was also enrolled with LegalEdge, one of our training partners.

Nothing Can Stop You!
Pragati also has an inspirational message for other CLAT aspirants - “If you
want to do something from the bottom of your heart, there is nothing that
can stop you. All paths will automatically get cleared for you.”
In her free time, Pragati likes reading books, playing games, and spending
time with her family members. We hope that her dreams of making a
difference in her community come true!
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Vivekananda
Institute of
Professional Studies,
Delhi

Vanshika Dhawan is from Trilopuri, New Delhi. Shy
and quiet at first, she takes time to open up to new
people. When she does, the creative and
adventurous personality at her core becomes
obvious. Vanshika has been quite the fighter since
her school days and has an indomitable spirit of
determination and persistence.
Her father is the sole earning member of her
immediate family. He works in catering services.
He has little job security and he lost his job during
the pandemic

Forged Through Trial by Fire
Vanshika lives as part of a joint family. There is always lots of noise, buzz, and
disturbance at her house. The hustle and bustle of her family leave her with no
time for herself and no quiet place to study. Vanshika has faced and seen
many difficulties such as family conflicts, gender inequality, and instances of
harassment and abuse.
While these difficulties would have discouraged anyone, Vanshika decided to
become the master of her destiny. After 10th standard, she shifted from a Hindi
medium school to an English medium school. It came with a sharp dip in her
grades as learning English in a short time proved to be extremely difficult. She
continued to work hard and secured a good score in her 12th board
examinations.
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Inspiration to Study Law
Due to her life experiences, Vanshika wants to take up law as it is a powerful
tool that helps deliver justice. Her father lost an important legal battle in court
and did not get the justice that he deserved, despite the immense struggle.
Her father encouraged her to take up the law so that she could deliver justice
to those who were needy and helpless.
Vanshika wants to learn the law as it would help her to build skills like thinking
analytically and to develop her personality holistically. She is fascinated by the
socio-legal issues of India and wants to learn more about them.

A Bumpy Ride to the Finish Line
Vanshika knew that her father faced various financial issues. The lockdown
dampened her motivation to study due to many mental health battles. She
often questioned her self-worth and felt anxious about meeting her goal.
However, our quiet little fighter put in all her efforts and shined bright despite
all the bumps along the way!
Besides her training at IDIA, she was enrolled with Manu Law Classes by IDIA.
Vanshika's trainers and mentors from IDIA Punjab Chapter provided her with
holistic support. She often her anxieties and worries with her trainers. They
helped her by organising regular motivation sessions and providing other
support in addition to her training.
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Vishnupriya hails from Kozhikode, a district located
in the Northern parts of Kerala. She is the youngest
in her family. Her mother, who works as a typist,
has been her family’s sole support system since
her father passed away when Vishnupriya was
studying in the 9th grade.

Cochin University of
Science and
Technology, Kochi

Despite the trying circumstances, she is
academically diligent and scored A+ in all her
subjects in the 10th Standard. She continued to
excel in the 12th standard and scored 95.5% in her
board exams.

New Hope Through IDIA's Support
She got a chance to pursue her childhood interest in learning law and
understanding its practicalities when she was introduced to IDIA through her
friend’s cousin and an IDIA sensitisation. She got selected as an IDIA Trainee
among many students who had given the IDIA National Aptitude Test.
Vishnupriya had to work part-time as a typist to help ends meet. However,
IDIA’s support helped her to focus on the law entrance exams. Her IDIA
mentors gave her dedicated guidance ranging from study materials to
motivating her before the law entrance exams. She is grateful for their support.
She was also enrolled with Acing CLAT through IDIA.
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A Promising Future
Apart from academics, Vishnupriya also loves art. She draws and paints
during her free time. She hopes that she facilitates the fight for justice for
those around her along with securing her future with a degree and a career in
law.
Throughout her time as a Trainee with us, we have seen her incredible growth
due to her consistency and determination. She’ll carry these qualities through
her journey in law school. Vishnupriya has secured admission at the School of
Legal Studies, Cochin University of Science and Technology with an All India
Rank 2.
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The average expense of a scholar studying at
a law college is Rs 5,00,000/- annually.
Help us achieve our target through your
generous support.
Please donate now!

Indian Citizens can donate to IDIA (50% tax benefit)
Name of the Bank: Canara Bank Bank
Branch Address: HSR Layout Bangalore
Name of the Account Holder: IDIA Charitable Trust
Account Number: 2673101012389
Account Type: Savings Bank Account
IFSC Code: CNRB0002673
Instamojo Payment Link: bit.ly/support-idia
More Payment Options: www.idialaw.org/donate/
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